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Release Notes By Module
Framework The system now populates the State field on the Shipment Add page if you select a 

default Ship To contact on the Customer record.

27.06-289

User Interface The system now supports the Serbian language in browsers, as configured. 27.06-313

User Interface The system now changes the body text when you toggle between email templates on 

the Send Email Detail page.

27.06-254

User Interface The system now separates object contexts by object model category to improve page 

load time.

27.06-164

User Interface You can no longer change the Company name in the system (which invalidates 

licensing).

27.06-84

User Interface You can now enter an apostrophe (') within an an email address field. 27.06-76

Accounts Payable When you click [Go To Next] on a bill line, the system no longer displays a "Resource 

Not Found" message.

27.06-319

Accounts Payable The system now prints payment entries on the Cash Disbursement Journal report 

(cash-disbursement-journal.rpt), even if the check number is null.

27.06-64

Accounts Payable The system now correctly displays a bill entry associated with a purchase order as 

either a Posted OR Unposted bill on the AP Link tab of the Purchase Order Line Detail 

page, as applicable.

27.06-24

Accounts Receivable When you set your browser language to German then update a debit/credit memo, 

the system no longer displays an error.

27.06-309

Accounts Receivable The AR Cash Receipts Register (cash-receipts-register.rpt) now includes all credit 

amounts, including adjust off transactions.

27.06-160

Customization Toolkit When you set a Vendor record to email remittance, the system now sends the email 

when you post the payment to the payment contact or to the vendor email (if no 

payment contact exists.)

27.06-269

Customization Toolkit The scheduled task, "Notify Manager When Employee Signed Out Late," no longer 

displays a failure message when no employees are signed in. 

27.06-80

EFI Pace Scheduling EFI Pace Scheduler no longer mistakenly generates new operation code ID's on an 

update.

27.06-264

EFI Pace Scheduling The Status icon on the Task pop-up on the Gantt chart now matches the previous task 

status in the Tasks of Job (Schedule) page. 

27.06-171
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Estimating The system now sends the vendor code for inventory items used on an estimate 

instead of the vendor name to prevent a mismatch with the vendor specified in 

Metrix.

27.06-331

Estimating When you reconvert an estimate to a job and set activity codes to create actual costs, 

the system now reverses the previous costs and adds the new values. 

27.06-316

Estimating When you duplicate an estimate part and change the paper, the system now correctly 

considers all valid press candidates in the alt print methods.

27.06-311

Estimating The system now correctly displays the print run method for the calculated alternate 

print methods.

27.06-290

Estimating The system no longer produces an incorrect "page bleed inside other page trim" error 

when you use Metrix to rotate and re-position a calculated layout on an estimate.

27.06-275

Estimating You can now create estimates even if your system security group includes security 

filters.

27.06-273

Estimating The system no longer displays an error message when you convert a non-print 

estimate to a job.

27.06-256

Estimating When you convert an estimate to a job, the system now correctly sets the print run 

method on the Job Part Press Detail page.

27.06-252

Estimating The system no longer drops odd press forms when you change the number of 

signatures in an estimate.

27.06-249

Estimating The system no longer displays an error when you calculate an estimate with a zero 

value in the Odd Panels fields on a fold pattern.

27.06-246

Estimating When you check the box in the Calc Inks by Press field, existing estimates now retain 

their inks, coatings, and varnishes.

27.06-233

Estimating When you click [Add Version], the system now correctly adds an estimate version 

using the original estimate number.

27.06-219

Estimating The system no longer displays an error when you edit a press on an existing estimate. 27.06-163

Estimating The system no longer displays the error message, "Please wait for the page to finish 

loading" when you update or add items to cross tab forms in an estimate.

27.06-163

Estimating You can now click [Recalculate] on the Estimate Quantity Detail page without error. 27.06-151
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Estimating When you calculate an estimate using an inventory item, the system no longer 

displays an error indicating that the grain is missing.

27.06-122

Estimating The system now uses decimal units for estimate materials if you set the associated 

inventory item/item type to allow decimal units.

27.06-102

Estimating The system no longer displays an incorrect  "Paper Not Certified" error message when 

you update an estimate.

27.06-77

Estimating When you change an estimate paper to an inventory item, the system no longer 

displays an unrecognizable error.

27.06-76

Estimating When you use the Quick Estimate function to create an estimate, the system now 

correctly pulls the press ink type from the job product type by default.

27.06-73

Estimating The system now displays the "Entry Time" column on the Estimate List page and sorts 

the estimate data according to the sort option you select.

27.06-36

Inventory The system now correctly produces the Inventory Usage report (inventory-usage.rpt) 

when you run the report for all active inventory items.

27.06-162

Job Billing The Invoice report (invoice.rpt) no longer displays a blank address when you set the 

Ship To format to "Print Bill To Address," even if you did not select a Ship To contact 

and the Bill To contact does not include a zip code.

27.06-300

Job Billing When you print the Invoice format 2 report (invoice-format2.rpt), the system now 

displays the Bill To / Ship To contact information as specified on the invoice (Print Bill 

To, Print Both, Print Ship To).

27.06-271

Job Billing The system now highlights any tax amounts you force on the Invoice Detail page. 27.06-63

Job Billing The Invoice format 2 report (invoice-format2.rpt) no longer displays "Debug" on the 

report.

27.06-1

Job Control Center When you duplicate a job with a job value, the system now correctly updates the job 

value on the new duplicated job.

27.06-322

Job Shipments The system no longer displays the state value from the company object by default if 

you do not set the "State" field as "Required" on the contact's Country object.

27.06-78

Job Shipments The Shipping Labels report (jobshipment-shipping-labels-46-v2.rpt) now displays the 

shipment address contact, even if the Address Line 3 field is blank.

27.06-39

Multi-Object Import When you use the Multi-Object Import module to update objects, the system no 

longer displays a "primary key null" error message.

27.06-261
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PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

EFI Pace now correctly sends the inventory weight to DSF, instead of rounding it 

incorrectly.

27.06-329

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

The system now correctly populates Job records in EFI Pace with information from 

Digital Storefront orders that use accounting codes.

27.06-307

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

If you enter the inventory weight in EFI Pace as .00## (for example, .0034),  the 

system now rounds the value to two decimal places in the XML sent to DSF (in this 

example, 0.01).

27.06-283

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When you add a DSF Order Status to EFI Pace, the Add page no longer displays an 

error if you do not enter an ID.

27.06-107

PaceConnect-Metrix EFI Pace now sends matching data to Metrix in the MXML paper information. 27.06-347

PaceConnect-Metrix The system no longer requires a job contact when sending the mxml file to Metrix. 27.06-342

PaceConnect-Metrix The system no longer specifies 18 page signatures when you use Metrix calculations 

for a bound book with test pages greater than 16.

27.06-275

PaceConnect-Metrix The system no longer displays a "calculation aborted" error message on Metrix-

enabled estimates.

27.06-263

PaceConnect-Metrix The system no longer displays an error when you use Metrix calculations on 

estimates.

27.06-256

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system no longer sends FGARN messages for every shipment (which results in 

failure messages).

27.06-309

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system now correctly creates inventory transactions when shipping an order, 

even if EFI Pace receives a sales order that includes the same item on multiple lines.

27.06-247

Purchasing The system no longer displays an error message when you duplicate a purchase order. 27.06-286

Purchasing The system no longer displays an error message when you set the Interface JC field to 

On Entry and add a job to a purchase order line that was previously received and 

unreceived.

27.06-84

Reports You can now run reports even when the system reaches the maximum number of 

logged on users.

27.06-60

System Security The system now toggles permissions on or off based on the context category you 

select.

27.06-286
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PaceConnect-Metrix EFI Pace now sends matching data to Metrix in the MXML paper information. 27.06-347

PaceConnect-Metrix The system no longer requires a job contact when sending the mxml file to Metrix. 27.06-342

Estimating The system now sends the vendor code for inventory items used on an estimate 

instead of the vendor name to prevent a mismatch with the vendor specified in 

Metrix.

27.06-331

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

EFI Pace now correctly sends the inventory weight to DSF, instead of rounding it 

incorrectly.

27.06-329

Job Control Center When you duplicate a job with a job value, the system now correctly updates the job 

value on the new duplicated job.

27.06-322

Accounts Payable When you click [Go To Next] on a bill line, the system no longer displays a "Resource 

Not Found" message.

27.06-319

Estimating When you reconvert an estimate to a job and set activity codes to create actual costs, 

the system now reverses the previous costs and adds the new values. 

27.06-316

User Interface The system now supports the Serbian language in browsers, as configured. 27.06-313

Estimating When you duplicate an estimate part and change the paper, the system now correctly 

considers all valid press candidates in the alt print methods.

27.06-311

Accounts Receivable When you set your browser language to German then update a debit/credit memo, 

the system no longer displays an error.

27.06-309

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system no longer sends FGARN messages for every shipment (which results in 

failure messages).

27.06-309

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

The system now correctly populates Job records in EFI Pace with information from 

Digital Storefront orders that use accounting codes.

27.06-307

Job Billing The Invoice report (invoice.rpt) no longer displays a blank address when you set the 

Ship To format to "Print Bill To Address," even if you did not select a Ship To contact 

and the Bill To contact does not include a zip code.

27.06-300

Estimating The system now correctly displays the print run method for the calculated alternate 

print methods.

27.06-290

Framework The system now populates the State field on the Shipment Add page if you select a 

default Ship To contact on the Customer record.

27.06-289
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Purchasing The system no longer displays an error message when you duplicate a purchase order. 27.06-286

System Security The system now toggles permissions on or off based on the context category you 

select.

27.06-286

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

If you enter the inventory weight in EFI Pace as .00## (for example, .0034),  the 

system now rounds the value to two decimal places in the XML sent to DSF (in this 

example, 0.01).

27.06-283

Estimating The system no longer produces an incorrect "page bleed inside other page trim" error 

when you use Metrix to rotate and re-position a calculated layout on an estimate.

27.06-275

PaceConnect-Metrix The system no longer specifies 18 page signatures when you use Metrix calculations 

for a bound book with test pages greater than 16.

27.06-275

Estimating You can now create estimates even if your system security group includes security 

filters.

27.06-273

Customization Toolkit When you set a Vendor record to email remittance, the system now sends the email 

when you post the payment to the payment contact or to the vendor email (if no 

payment contact exists.)

27.06-269

EFI Pace Scheduling EFI Pace Scheduler no longer mistakenly generates new operation code ID's on an 

update.

27.06-264

PaceConnect-Metrix The system no longer displays a "calculation aborted" error message on Metrix-

enabled estimates.

27.06-263

Multi-Object Import When you use the Multi-Object Import module to update objects, the system no 

longer displays a "primary key null" error message.

27.06-261

Estimating The system no longer displays an error message when you convert a non-print 

estimate to a job.

27.06-256

PaceConnect-Metrix The system no longer displays an error when you use Metrix calculations on 

estimates.

27.06-256

User Interface The system now changes the body text when you toggle between email templates on 

the Send Email Detail page.

27.06-254

Estimating When you convert an estimate to a job, the system now correctly sets the print run 

method on the Job Part Press Detail page.

27.06-252
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PaceConnect-

PrintStream

The system now correctly creates inventory transactions when shipping an order, 

even if EFI Pace receives a sales order that includes the same item on multiple lines.

27.06-247

Estimating The system no longer drops odd press forms when you change the number of 

signatures in an estimate.

27.06-249

Estimating The system no longer displays an error when you calculate an estimate with a zero 

value in the Odd Panels fields on a fold pattern.

27.06-246

Estimating When you check the box in the Calc Inks by Press field, existing estimates now retain 

their inks, coatings, and varnishes.

27.06-233

Estimating When you click [Add Version], the system now correctly adds an estimate version 

using the original estimate number.

27.06-219

EFI Pace Scheduling The Status icon on the Task pop-up on the Gantt chart now matches the previous task 

status in the Tasks of Job (Schedule) page. 

27.06-171

User Interface The system now separates object contexts by object model category to improve page 

load time.

27.06-164

Estimating The system no longer displays an error when you edit a press on an existing estimate. 27.06-163

Estimating The system no longer displays the error message, "Please wait for the page to finish 

loading" when you update or add items to cross tab forms in an estimate.

27.06-163

Inventory The system now correctly produces the Inventory Usage report (inventory-usage.rpt) 

when you run the report for all active inventory items.

27.06-162

Accounts Receivable The AR Cash Receipts Register (cash-receipts-register.rpt) now includes all credit 

amounts, including adjust off transactions.

27.06-160

Estimating You can now click [Recalculate] on the Estimate Quantity Detail page without error. 27.06-151

Estimating When you calculate an estimate using an inventory item, the system no longer 

displays an error indicating that the grain is missing.

27.06-122

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When you add a DSF Order Status to EFI Pace, the Add page no longer displays an 

error if you do not enter an ID.

27.06-107

Estimating The system now uses decimal units for estimate materials if you set the associated 

inventory item/item type to allow decimal units.

27.06-102
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Purchasing The system no longer displays an error message when you set the Interface JC field to 

On Entry and add a job to a purchase order line that was previously received and 

unreceived.

27.06-84

User Interface You can no longer change the Company name in the system (which invalidates 

licensing).

27.06-84

Customization Toolkit The scheduled task, "Notify Manager When Employee Signed Out Late," no longer 

displays a failure message when no employees are signed in. 

27.06-80

Job Shipments The system no longer displays the state value from the company object by default if 

you do not set the "State" field as "Required" on the contact's Country object.

27.06-78

Estimating The system no longer displays an incorrect  "Paper Not Certified" error message when 

you update an estimate.

27.06-77

Estimating When you change an estimate paper to an inventory item, the system no longer 

displays an unrecognizable error.

27.06-76

User Interface You can now enter an apostrophe (') within an an email address field. 27.06-76

Estimating When you use the Quick Estimate function to create an estimate, the system now 

correctly pulls the press ink type from the job product type by default.

27.06-73

Accounts Payable The system now prints payment entries on the Cash Disbursement Journal report 

(cash-disbursement-journal.rpt), even if the check number is null.

27.06-64

Job Billing The system now highlights any tax amounts you force on the Invoice Detail page. 27.06-63

Reports You can now run reports even when the system reaches the maximum number of 

logged on users.

27.06-60

Job Shipments The Shipping Labels report (jobshipment-shipping-labels-46-v2.rpt) now displays the 

shipment address contact, even if the Address Line 3 field is blank.

27.06-39

Estimating The system now displays the "Entry Time" column on the Estimate List page and sorts 

the estimate data according to the sort option you select.

27.06-36

Accounts Payable The system now correctly displays a bill entry associated with a purchase order as 

either a Posted OR Unposted bill on the AP Link tab of the Purchase Order Line Detail 

page, as applicable.

27.06-24

Job Billing The Invoice format 2 report (invoice-format2.rpt) no longer displays "Debug" on the 

report.

27.06-1


